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Gödel: Incompleteness theorem. Any formal system either is inconsistent or incomplete.
Inconsistent: A false sentence can be proven.
Incomplete: There is no proof for some sentence in the system.
Along the way: “built” computers out of arithmetic.
Showed that every mathematical statement corresponds to a natural number!!!
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Computer Programs are interesting objects.
Mathematical objects.
Formal Systems.

Computer Programs cannot completely "understand" computer programs.

Example: no computer program can tell if any other computer program HALTS.

Proof Idea: Diagonalization.
Program: Turing (or DIAGONAL) takes P.
Assume there is HALT.
DIAGONAL flips answer.
Loops if P halts, halts if P loops.

What does Turing do on turing?

Doesn't loop or HALT.
HALT does not exist!

More on this topic in CS 172.
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